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Abstract
Female, 66 years old with a chief complain of shortness of breath and lump over her neck since 6 month. Neck USG showed enlarged right lobe of thyroid gland with hyperechoic nodules. FNAC confirmed anaplastic carcinoma of thyroid. Patient underwent chemotherapy using doxorubicin as agent of choice. She had difficulty in breathing and she kept on high flow of oxygen, even after she had stridor and planned for tracheostomy. MRI revealed heterogeneously enhancing mass (9.6*6.5*10.5 cm) replacing right lobe of thyroid, and extending superiorly till the level carotid bifurcation and inferiorly superior mediastinum. Lesion is partially encasing trachea and laryngeal airway, posteriorly extending into prevertebral space and anteriorly invading strap muscles and sternocleidomastoid muscle. Now it become very difficult stage. She transfers to ICU. intubation tried but failed. As mass was just anterior to trachea and difficult to do tracheostomy without intubation. all hope failed and she put continue to high flow of oxygen.
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INTRODUCTION
Anaplastic thyroid cancer is a malignant tumor originated from a follicle cell with the highest incidence rate of sixth and seventh decade of life. Anaplastic lesion constitutes less than 5% of thyroid cancer but it does 50% of thyroid cancer-related deaths. This type of thyroid cancer is one of the highest mortality rate of malignancy with a life expectancy less than 6 months. The etiology of this malignancy is currently unknown, The numerous molecular alteration detected in anaplastic thyroid cancer.

This type of cancer can cause severe compression of the structures in the neck leading to shortness of breath, dysphagia, and vocal cord paralysis. Tracheal invasion is present in 25% at the time of presentation. This is why many patients with anaplastic thyroid cancer will need a tracheostomy.

When the diagnosis is made, most of the patient has a regional lymph enlargement, and around 40% already has distant metastases especially to lung, bone, and brain. An intensive and multimodal approach, which includes surgical resection and radiotherapy and combined adjuvant chemotherapy, improve local and survival in some patients with regionally confined ATC.

Case Report
A female patient of age 66 years old came with a chief complaint of shortness of breath since 1 week (on 27/08/2019 at Gandaki Medical College emergency department). Shortness of breath was making the patient unable to do her daily activity. Patient also complaint of having a lump over her neck since 7 month ago. It was said the size of the lump was increasing progressively day by day. The lump had a hard consistency, fixed position, and there was no pain. There was no fever, she also complaint of cough which was productive in character. she was diagnosed anaplastic carcinoma of thyroid last year in the month January 2019
at another center as per FNAC report. she was a known case of Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) under aerosol, hypothyroidism and hypertension. There was no family history with the same complaint as above listed.

In physical examination, vital sign stable, with a general appearance of severe illness, patient was fully alert, dyspneic, blood pressure 90/70mmHg, axilla temperature 97.60F, with pulse rate 114beats/minute, respiration rate 24breaths/minute, oxygen saturation 98%. On eye examination there was no pale conjunctiva and normal pupillary reflex. Neck examination there was a thyroid gland enlargement with a size approximately 8-10 cm, hard, nodular, fixed, and no pain on palpation. There was a marked lymph node enlargement on the right side of the neck and right submandibular region. On chest auscultation, bilateral wheeze present and cardiac examination reveals normal 1st and 2nd heart sounds. Abdominal examination revealed there was no abnormality, with a normal bowel function.

On complete blood count examination revealed a white blood cell 16.2 x 10³/µL, haemoglobin 13.8 gram/dl, platelets 2,25,000. Blood chemistry panel with result urea 26mg/dl, creatinine 0.9 mg/dl, RBS 133mg/dl. Thyroid function test revealed a hypothyroid condition with level of TSH 58.27 (0.30-5.00) µIU/mL, FT3 1.19 pg/ml, FT4 0.57ng/dl.

Previous Record of patient Neck USG shows enlarged right lobe of thyroid gland with hyper-echoic nodules. FNAC confirmed anaplastic carcinoma of thyroid.

Patient was treated with 5 cycles of chemotherapy and 25 days of radiation therapy. Patient had stridor so planned for tracheostomy. Before doing tracheostomy, neck evaluation done with ultrasonography and MRI.

MRI revealed large heterogeneously enhancing mass (9.6*6.5*10.5 cm) replacing right lobe of thyroid, and extending superiorly till the level carotid bifurcation and inferiorly superior mediastinum. lesion is encasing right common carotid artery and proximal portion of subclavian artery. However vessels show normal flow void. Right internal jugular vein not seen. Lesion is partially encasing trachea and laryngeal airway, posteriorly extending into prevertebral space and anteriorly invading strap muscles and sternocleidomastoid muscle. Left lobe of thyroid gland shows heterogenous enhancement. Small nodular enhancing lesion within right occipital region-likely metastasis in brain.
Discussion

Anaplastic thyroid cancer is one of the most aggressive solid tumors in humans, with an average survival of 6 months. The 1-year and 10-year survival rates are estimated to be 10-20% and less than 5%. Although only 1-3% of all thyroid cancers, but anaplastic thyroid cancer contributes to 14-49% of deaths from thyroid cancer. Anaplastic thyroid cancer is more common in women than in males and peak occurs in the sixth and seventh decades of life. The exact etiology of anaplastic thyroid cancer remains unknown. But it is thought to be due to the interaction between genetic factors, and the environment. Genetic alteration with multiple dedifferentiation occur in ATC. Risk factors for anaplastic thyroid cancer include goiter history, iodine deficiency, radiation, and female sex.

Clinical manifestations of anaplastic thyroid cancers can develop rapidly by invading surrounding local tissues and metastases into distant organs. Locally, anaplastic thyroid cancer shows rapid anterior neck enlargement accompanied by dysphagia (40%), sound change or hoarseness (40%), and stridor (24%). Regional symptoms include enlarged lymph nodes (54%), and neck pain (26%). Systemic symptoms include anorexia, weight loss and shortness of breath with pulmonary metastases. On physical examination, the thyroid enlargement measured 8-10 cm in size, palpable with solid consistency. In patients with thyroid nodules, serum TSH levels should be examined. If serum TSH is low, then a radioiodine examination is performed. If serum TSH is normal or elevated, continued with ultrasound (ultrasound) ultrasonography and fine needle aspiration based on clinical and ultrasound results. High serum TSH levels are associated with an increased risk of malignancy from thyroid nodules. In the case, the thyroid function check results indicate the patient has hypothyroidism in which the patient's serum TSH level increases.

Ultrasound examination, CT scan and histopathology confirm the thyroid cancer. Ultrasound provides us with information about extensions, nodular
structures and invasive thyroid disease. In this case, thyroid USG shows enlarged right lobe of thyroid gland with heteroechoic nodules. Routine imaging of all patients should be performed to evaluate the spread of the disease locally and to exclude the presence of distant metastasis. Anaplastic thyroid cancer may invade structures in the middle, lateral, and mediastinal neck by direct tumor invasion or by lymphatic invasion. In this tumor invaded trachea and larynx causing airway narrowing.

On histopathological examination of anaplastic thyroid cancer, we can find a squamous, spindle cells and giant cells. Often encountered with high mitotic activity, extensive necrosis. In this case, we found tumor cells arranged in clusters and singly scattered cells have high N:C ratio with moderate to abundant amount of cytoplasm and highly pleomorphic vesicular nuclei. Few of the cells are spindle shaped with elongated nuclei. Background shows necrosis and hemorrhage.

Most patients with anaplastic thyroid cancer do not require pneumatic airway intervention unless the patient has acute respiratory disturbance or severe stridor. Tracheostomy in anaplastic thyroid cancer patients is performed in the event of life-threatening asphyxia. Tracheostomy should be avoided where possible. However, if the patient has severe respiratory problems, the patient should be tracheostomized. In this case, the patient experiences an episode of airway obstruction with a narrowing of the tracheal lumen due to a tumor causing the patient to tightness and stridor. Patients was planned to do a tracheostomy procedure, but unfortunately it was failed in our cases.

Conclusion
A case of a 66 years old woman diagnosed with anaplastic thyroid cancer had been reported and died. Anaplastic thyroid cancer is a very rare cancer and has a poor prognosis. The important information such as clinical manifestations, physical examination, and support is necessary to diagnose and administer proper management of anaplastic thyroid cancer patients.
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